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•  A G E N D A  •  

 
 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items .................................................................................................. Ricky Bittle 

2. EPA 111(d) Clean Power Plan Rule Notice of Data Availability (NODA) .............................................. Lanny Nickell 

3. SPP Contract Service Proposal to NWPP .............................................................................................. Carl Monroe 

4. Summary of Action Items .............................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 



Highlights of EPA’s 
Notice of Data 
Availability (NODA)



• EPA seeks comments in three areas:
A. 2020-2029 glide path

B. Certain aspects of building block methodology

C. Implementation of the goal-setting equation

• NODA seeks comments on new ideas that have been received for 
which the EPA has not already requested comments

• EPA is making 2010 and 2011 eGRID data available for consideration

• Comments due by December 1

NODA Overview
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• Stakeholder concerns expressed about difficulty in making 
significant shifts away from coal by 2020

• EPA describes two stakeholder suggestions to address these 
concerns: 1) allow early credit and 2) phase in block 2 over time

• EPA believes its existing proposal provides stakeholders with 
latitude to consider early credit and comments have already 
been requested on two approaches

– Full accounting begins in 2020 but credit given for pre-2020 
reductions so that reductions needed is reduced

– Early implementation of interim goals so that amount stays same 
but goal is applied over a longer period

A. 2020-2029 Glide Path
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• With the NODA, EPA seeks comments on:

– Phase-in of building block 1

– Two specific adjustments to interim goals to allow a more gradual 
phase-in of block 2

• A phase-in schedule for building block 2 on the basis of whether and to 
what extent any additional infrastructure improvements are needed

‒ Parameter 1 needed to define an amount of utilization shift that is feasible
‒ Parameter 2 define how quickly that amount could grow 

• Whether and how book life might be used as part of the basis for 
development of an alternative glide path for block 2

– Other ideas on glide path that offers states flexibility while still 
ensuring they can achieve final goals

A. 2020-2029 Glide Path
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• Any glide path that results in pressure to change resource mix beyond what we 
are currently planning for will result in increased reliability risks and need for 
more infrastructure.

• Of the options presented, phasing in block 2 on basis of additional 
infrastructure needs would be most preferable, but it is unclear how that 
determination would be made before the issuance of the final CPP.

• We still believe that it is best to delay implementation of interim goals as long 
as possible, at least until 2025, so that infrastructure can be built in 
preparation for the drastic changes that are ultimately expected by 2030.  

• The reliability safety valve, as proposed by the IRC, is an additional tool that 
should be used to assess reliability risks and determine an appropriate glide 
path on a state-by-state basis during and after the development of state plans.  
This approach would better ensure that all reliability risks, not just those 
associated with block 2, be addressed before implementation of the plans. 

SPP’s Thoughts on Glide Path
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• Some stakeholders want more stringency, some want less 
stringency, and some want more equalization between states

• Advocates for more stringency suggest EPA require construction 
and/or increased utilization of new NGCC units and additional co-
firing of gas at existing fossil steam units

• EPA has already invited comments on increasing utilization of 
NGCCs under construction from 55 to 70% capacity factor and on 
use of co-firing but some stakeholders suggest block 2 should not 
focus purely on re-dispatch but instead focus more comprehensively 
or holistically on use of gas

• EPA notes that they have already invited comment on whether 
block 2 should be applied on a regional basis and suggests that this 
could resolve concerns about disparity between states

B. Certain Aspects of Building Block Methodology 
- Stringency of Block 2
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• EPA seeks comments on:
‒ Whether to establish some minimum value as a floor for the amount 

of generation shift from coal to gas (regardless of whether a state 
currently has gas) 

‒ The value of the floor (0-55%, with lower quartile of 12% suggested)

‒ How the floor should impact those states that have significant 
amounts of unused NGCC capacity (i.e., should the total amount of 
gas used be increased or held the same)

‒ Costs and benefits of co-firing as well as limiting factors

‒ Consideration of regional availability of NGCC rather than just in-
state availability in setting block 2 targets and the appropriate 
regional structure to use

B. Certain Aspects of Building Block Methodology 
– Stringency of Block 2
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• A floor on the shift from coal to natural gas will cause new NGCCs to have 
to be added in states that have no NGCCs.

• For those states having to add new generation, incorporation of that 
assumption in their goals should not begin until  infrastructure necessary 
to interconnect and deliver new generation is in place.

• The definition of region should be based on RTO boundaries.

SPP’s Thoughts on Building Block 2 Stringency
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• Some stakeholders suggest a target-setting approach that 
takes into account interstate exchanges of RE in the 
calculation of state goals

• Those stakeholders argue that this would better align the 
target with existing state policies and claims on a given state’s 
RE by parties from other states

• EPA notes that although approaches previously proposed are 
focused on the ability to develop RE within a state, they have 
already proposed that a state could take credit for any 
generation related to an enforceable measure in its state, 
regardless of source

B. Certain Aspects of Building Block Methodology 
– Block 3 and How Targets Relate to Compliance
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• EPA wants comments on a new approach where state targets 
are developed by defining regional targets and assigning 
shares of those regional targets to states within the region
‒ What is the appropriate regional structure (including groups based 

on current interstate exchanges, NERC regions, planning regions, 
RTOs, etc.) and how to conform to state boundaries?

‒ What criteria should be used to reapportion state targets within 
given regions (e.g., based on each state’s share of total electricity 
sales within the region, total generation in each state, etc.)?

‒ What components of the state RE targets should be regionalized? 

B. Certain Aspects of Building Block Methodology 
– Block 3 and How Targets Relate to Compliance
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• Assigning regional targets to certain states in manner suggested will place 
obligations on states with high capacity factor wind to build more 
generation than currently needed for their own usage.

• SPP has not previously approved transmission to facilitate more than SPP’s 
own policy needs, so more transmission will likely be needed to 
accommodate the suggested approach.

• It is unclear who would be the recipient of wind energy in excess of SPP’s 
regional needs and how the recipients of that energy would be required to 
procure and pay for transmission service, particularly for recipients not in 
the SPP RTO.

• It is unclear how states with more than one RTO will decide which region 
will plan for the increased wind within that state.

• Any definition of region used in application of targets should be based on 
RTO boundaries, where RTOs exist, because that is consistent with 
transmission planning and market dispatch boundaries.

SPP’s Thoughts on Methodology for Block 3
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• Some stakeholders have concerns with the inconsistency 
in the application of block 2 compared to blocks 3 and 4

• Concern is that total generation is held constant in block 
2, with only the mix changing

• Some suggest the need to reflect the potential for added 
generation from block 3 and avoided generation from 
block 4 to be used for shifting generation in block 2

C. Implementation of Goal-Setting Equation –
Formula Used
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• EPA seeks comments on alternatives including:
‒ Replace all historical fossil generation on a pro-rata basis among 

fossil steam and gas turbines

‒ Prioritize replacement of historical fossil steam generation by first 
replacing fossil steam then all other fossil

• EPA notes that while these adjustments would tighten state 
goals, glide path adjustments could have offsetting effects

C. Implementation of Goal-Setting Equation –
Formula Used
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• Any increase in goals will only enhance the need for additional 
infrastructure and could increase time to develop and construct requisite 
infrastructure.

SPP’s Thoughts on Goal-Setting Equation
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• Stakeholders expressed concerns about use of a single 
year with identified anomalies

• EPA provides eGRID data for 2010 and 2011 and seeks 
comment on use of 2010 and 2011 data, in addition to 
2012 data in setting goals

C. Implementation of Goal-Setting Equation –
Alternatives to the 2012 Data Year
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• SPP has not evaluated

SPP’s Thoughts on Alternatives to the 2012 Data 
Year
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